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Abstract
Smirnov A.Yu. Nucleon Color Oscillations in Nuclei and the EMC-Effect: Prep-
rint IHEP 84-206. - Serpukhov, 1984. - p. 7, fig. 1, refs.: 12.

It is shown that the existence of long-range six-quark clusters in nuclei
allows to understand why the nucleon structure function in a nucleus differs
from that of a free nucleon.

Аннотация

Смирнов А.Ю. Цветовые осцилляции нуклонов в ядре и ЕМС-эффект: Препринт ИФВ^
84-306. - Серпухов. 1984, - 7 с , 1 рис., библиогр. 12 назв.

В работе показано, что существование протяженных шестикварковых кластеров в яд-
рах позволяет понять, почему структурная функция нуклона в ядре отличается от струк-
турной функции свободного нуклона.

(Институт физики высоких энергий, 1984.



An unexpectedly considerable deviation (15-20%) in the ra-
tio between the structure function of the deep-inelastic lep-
ton-nucleon scattering in nuclei and that for a free nucleon,
discovered by t'ae European rauon collaboration (EMC)/*/ meant
a revolution in understanding of "pure nuclear" effects for
experiments at high energies.

Despite numerous/2/ and sometimes highly original/ / at-
tempts to theoretically comprehend the results, obtained by
the EMC and later on by other experimental groups (SLAC,CDHS,

one still has to answer the question why the ratio

(1)

is more than unity (by 15-20%) in the range x^0.2. It seems
mysterious that this exceeding cannot be observed at SLAC,
while the EMC confirms its results with the improved statis-
tics/5/.

The principal ideas of our work are:
1. As is known (see e.g. refs./6"7/), in the process of

deep-inelastic lepton-nucleon scattering, long longitudinal
distances are responsible for the range of the small Bjorken
x = -q2/2m«q in the laboratory system

(2)

In particular, at x ^ 0.1 the correlation effects of the or-
der of |r|— 2fm become important. The fact that such distances
are typical internucleon ones in heavy nuclei, brings about
the idea that some correlations causing the increase of ratio
(1) in this region, do exist.

2. The contribution to the nuclear correlation functions,
proportional to the differential cross-section, may be caused
by singlet-octet oscillations of a pair of nucleons in inter-
mediate states, which taken together remain within this color
singlet. Since all "observable" nucleons in a nucleus are
virtual, strictly speaking, one should not get confused about
a possibility to observe such virtual fluctuations. Side by
side with nucleon (singlet-octet) fluctuations, that of the



decoloration radius (confinement) also fluctuates. When the

two nucleons are found in the octet-octet state, the decolo-

ration radius approaches the distances between them. Clearly,

the non-zero probability for the existence of such extended,

generally speaking, multinucleon clusters (in our case we res-

trict ourselves to the two-nucleon ones) in a nucleus must

lead with necessity to the fact that the valence quark-parton

distribution in them would be "softened".It is this effect

that we propose to take into account in the explanation why

ratio (1) is more than unity in the range of small x.

Color oscillations of nucleons from the singlet-singlet to

octet-octet state (totally colorless) have long been treated

in literature in the framework of the nonrelativistic potenti-

al model for quark interaction as a source of long-range had-

ronic forces. The known dependence of •'.he "a la Van der Waals"

energy of the interaction between two nucleons/
8
/:

V
y d w

 * A/R
3
 (3)

makes one conclude that the probability for the two nucleons
to occur in the octet-octet color excitation depends on R as
follows''

9
':

a(R) = k(r
o
/R)

4
 (4)

This probability multiplied by the octet-octet state energy

yields

V
8 g
(R) = 12 cR, с = 0.023 GeV

2
 (5)

which leads to (3). The coefficient in (4) may be obtained if
one uses the well-known fact that the probability to pick up
three quarks in the octet state out of the grouped six quarks
in the singlet state equals 4/5. Then

a(R = r
o
)=k=4/5 (6)

Now, if one examines such configurations for two nucleons lo-

cated in nucleus matter, formula (4) takes the form
n

A
(R)

a
A
(R)dR =a(R)n

A
(R)(l-

 a
(R))

 A
 (7)

with n
A
(R) being the number of nucleons in the spherical layer

of radius R with respect to the selected nucleon, and of width

d R :
 2

n
A
(R) =4 n p

A
(R)R £lR (8)

Provided the density is constant, pA(R)=*A/VA(R)=3/4 я-R , from
eqs. (7) and (8) one obtains: °

2
/R

3
a (R)^ 3a(R)-R

2
/R

3
 (9)

А О

This is the probability for an selected nucleon to form a long-

range two-nucleon cluster with some of the nucleons in the nuc-

leus, which is at a distance R from it.



It is easy now to derive a general formula for the struc-
ture function of nucleon in the nucleus:

RA

^ , Q2)=(l-P(A))F^(x,Q2)+ / aA(R)f|(x
f,Q2)dR (10)

RA

where P(A)= / a.(R)dR£r0.5 is the probability for the iso-
r A

о

lated nucleon to belong to all possible two-nucleon clusters

in a nucleus whose decoloration radius reaches ВдчА*' R
o
.In

this, we neglect all boundary effects (screening, etc).

F^x
1
, Q

2
) is the structure function of the "nucleon" with

, "*
 r

o
x = — x a — х£ x, extended to the dimensions of R. Hereof,

m R

one can readily see that for x M , TF^(X, Q )^0. The ratio

of the structure functions
R

R (
R
AA

RN(x)=l-P(A)+ / aA(R)[F^(x',Q
2)/F^(x, Q2)]dr (11)

r
о

tends to infinity at x—-1. ^

If we apply the parametrization for the logarithmic

scaling violation

2 R
2

2 £n R /

д П Q
 (12)

and assume х'г х (which is valid for small x), then we shall

obtain (see Fig. 1).
R
A

a
A
(R) In RVr^dR^l+0.8/8(x) (13)

r
o

where ̂ (x) =«j£n F^(x, Q 2 ) / д Ы Q
2
/A

2
 is borrowed from ref;

Note, an account fcr x'< x must contribute to the increase
B

Q

B
A

A
of RJJ(X) at x « 1. Moreover, < R > = / o

A
(R)RdRi= 1.15 • r

r
o

which comes into a surprisingly good agreement with the para-
meter used in ref.' '

The threshold character of the 6-quarks cluster observa-
bility depending on the value of Q is a peculiar feature of
the mechanism proposed for extended 6-quark cluster produc-
tion. In order that such exotics be "developed", the

life-time for two-nucleon configurations T= — = • =

ДЕ V (R) 12cR
OO



must be greater than the interaction time r = 1/yQ^. Hence,

to see the exotics at x«0 o l (R—2fm) one must have Q 2 »
^ 6 GeV2. It is clear now why the SLAC could not

"see" the increase of ratio (1) at x ̂ 0.2 or if they observe
this exotics then it should be its transition regime.

In conclusion, I would like to thank V.A.Petrov for persis-
tent attention and assistance in my work, and express acknow-
ledgements to V.I.Borodulin, G.P.Pron'ko, E.E.Boos, K.Sh.Tu-
rashvili for extremely fruitful discussions.

Fig. 1. The lajC-effect and the theoretical dependence of ratio (solid
line-analytical dependence; dotted line-qualitative predictions).
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